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WEEK: 19
Week Beginning: (27th July 2020)
Subject: ENGLISH
Year: 8

Lesson Objective:
• Be able to explore deeper analytical questions on character development.
Keywords/ Concepts
• Language
• Characteristics
• Choice of phrases and words.
Class Worksheets
•

For classwork- text with relevant questions and worksheets.

Homework Worksheets
•

Worksheet on poem and comparisons to Frankenstein.

Additional Notes
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Read the following extract:
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Short answer questions- practise identifying and selecting information
1. From lines 1-7 list four things we learn about Mr Bounderby’s appearance.
2. From lines 6-10 pick out three quotations which show that Mr B was a man who
thought very highly of himself.
3. From lines 28-32 give three examples which show that Mrs Gradgrind is a weak
woman.
Longer questions
4. How does Dickens ass humour to the presentation of Mr B?
You could include:
- Choice of language
- The use of structure.
5. Hoe does the writer use structure to interest the reader in the character of Mr B?
6. Evaluate how successfully Dickens is in making Mr B seem overbearing and yet also a
comic figure.?
Vocab and language work
1.
2.
3.
4.

In the first paragraph find another word which means the same as ‘stretched’ (line 3)
Find a simile in the first paragraph. Why has Dickens chosen it?
Mr B is described as ‘the Bully of humility’. What does this mean?
Find another quotation which suggests he is presented as a bully.

Looking at language specifically.
1. In line 2 Dickens describes Mr B as having ‘a metallic laugh’. What effect of the
metaphor used here?
2. Look again at paragraph one and make a list of the facts about Mr B and then list the
impressions we are given of what he is like.
3. Mr B is a boastful man. Write down three quotations which tell you this.
4. Do you think Dickens wants us to like Mr B? Give reasons for your answers and
support what you say with examples from the text.
Analysis cards!
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Creative Task
Dickens is clever at introducing characters. He makes great use of similes and metaphors, well- made
chosen verbs, adjectives and adverbs and employs repetition and lists to great effect. Mr B is shown
to be loud, boastful man who is proud, domineering and exaggerated enough to be funny. Dickens
does not so much tell us what the character is like but shows us by the way he behaves and speaks
as well as his effect on Mr Gradgrind.

•
•
•
•

Chose a real or imagined person of your own
Put their name in the middle of a page
Write around it, as a mind map, 5-8 characteristics of that person
For each characteristic, write down ideas about how you can show this
characteristic.
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Homework!

Complete these questions after reading:

•
•
•

Write along the sides of the poem and analyse language and its content.
Write how you think it could link to Frankenstein? What areas of similarities could it
have?
Write a paragraph exploring how effective and intriguing the poem is.
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